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MOODY’S ANALYTICS

By the second quarter of 2020, total outstanding retail loans to households in the Euro area
and the United Kingdom amounted to EUR 7.6 trillion, growing 2.4% year-over-year. Given
the current market environment, adopting best practices measuring retail portfolio
concentration — residential mortgages, auto loans, consumer loans, and credit card loans (as
collateral in asset-backed securities) — is more relevant than ever for capital and credit
portfolio management.
Utilising the European Datawarehouse, along with Moody’s Analytics proprietary data and
models, we estimate GCorr™ Retail Europe with retail asset coverage across 4 retail product
types, 8 countries, and 11 local regions. The model integrates with GCorr, covering corporate,
sovereign, commercial real estate, and other credit asset classes, allowing for a holistic
assessment of concentration risk within a retail portfolio, as well as across an entire portfolio.
By modeling credit factors that are imperfectly correlated across retail asset classes and
geographies, as well as across retail and non-retail asset classes, we can achieve substantial
portfolio diversification when applying the comprehensive correlation framework for assessing
portfolio risk.
The European retail correlation model builds on the forward-looking, multi-factor global
correlation model that has been extensively validated since its first release in 1997. This model
adds a great level of granularity into our correlation framework, allowing for more accurate
identification, quantification, and management of portfolio credit risk.
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1.

Overview

When assessing portfolio credit risk, robust tools and analytics are critical to differentiate across credit segments ranging from
corporate bonds and loans to commercial real estate (CRE) exposures 1 and retail instruments. Retail instruments constitute a large
share of many credit portfolios. According to the European Central Bank (ECB), residential mortgages and consumer loans alone
comprised about 44% (EUR 5.3 trillion) of all outstanding loans originated by European monetary financial institutions (MFI) as of
June 30, 2020, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Total Loans Outstanding Held by Monetary Financial Institutions as of 6/30/2020

Source: ECB Statistics Bulletin, December 2020

Figure 2 illustrates how cross-asset default rates cluster around economic downturns. The observed variation in default and
delinquency dynamics — as represented by Moody’s Analytics EDFTM (Expected Default Frequency) for corporates or share of
delinquent accounts for retail borrowers — establishes the importance of an integrated framework that captures cross-segment
correlation effects, both within an asset class and across asset classes, in measuring portfolio credit risk.

1

For a description of modeling corporate and commercial real estate correlations, please refer to Huang, J., et al., 2012.
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Figure 2

Default and Delinquency Rates of Corporate and Retail Exposures — United Kingdom

Source: Financial Conduct Authority – Mortgage lending statistics (September 2020); Bank of England – Credit Conditions Survey (2020 Q3); Moody’s Analytics
Note: Time series are normalized to have a mean of 1 and standard deviation of 0

This paper presents our methodology for, and results from, modeling retail correlations within the integrated GCorr model. We
begin with the observation that pairs of instruments within a portfolio are correlated via their exposures to systematic factors.
More specifically, there are two sets of inputs that determine the pair-wise correlation. The first set is the degrees to which these
instruments are exposed to their systematic factors. They are usually called percentages of systematic risk or R-squared values. The
second set of inputs is the correlations among the exposures’ respective systematic factors or factor correlations. For corporate
borrowers, we identify systematic factors, such as their country and industry factors. For retail instruments, we model systematic
factors as the borrower’s country (or local region) of residence and the retail product type category.
While the model setup described above is intuitive, the empirical estimation can be challenging. Conceptually, we can estimate
the correlation between corporate entities using the time series of asset returns. This data is utilized in Moody’s Analytics GCorr
Corporate Model, and the method is not an option with retail counterparties. As a result, estimating correlations for this borrower
class involves numerous complex and potentially highly technical challenges. We overcome these challenges by focusing on
delinquency rates of homogeneous retail pools. The basic idea is that the observed fluctuation in the default rate of homogeneous
retail pools over time reflects the correlation within these pools. The higher the fluctuation the default rates exhibit for a specific
pool, the higher the systematic risk the pool exhibits, meaning that borrowers within the pool are more correlated. Specifically, for
each homogeneous retail pool, one can infer a retail factor, or index, from the time-dependent deviation from the expected
default rate. Retail factors are driven by country or local-level macroeconomic variables, namely unemployment rates and house
price indices. With multiple retail indices, it is possible to capture the cross-retail correlation and diversification, as well as the
cross-retail and non-retail diversification.
The data used in the estimation process comes from several sources. The primary source is the European Datawarehouse 2 dataset
that contains loan-level data, including information related to performance, on underlying collateral exposures of all public
2

European Datawarehouse is the securitisation repository in Europe for collecting, validating and making available loan-level data for ABS transactions. The
database includes loan-level data of all ECB eligible public European securitisations, covering over 45 mil. loans and over 1,450 securitisation deals.
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securitization deals in Europe. We further supplement the dataset by pool-level data from trustee reports on public and private
securitization deals available via Moody’s Analytics Structured Finance Portal. 3 From this data, we infer historic delinquency rates
of four broad retail categories in eight European countries, including 11 regions of the United Kingdom. As for macrovariable data,
we obtain national and local-level house price indices and unemployment rates from Moody’s Analytics Data Buffet. 4 Finally, we
integrate the retail model with the broader GCorr framework by estimating cross-correlations across the 23 European Retail
factors and the 914 existing GCorr factors.
The framework introduced in this paper improves retail portfolio credit risk modeling with more accurate correlation estimates
between borrowers within the same retail pool, as well as more accurate correlation estimates between one retail pool and other
retail pools, with corporate borrowers and borrowers in other segments. As a result, empirical estimates address three types of
correlations:
-

Intra-retail segment correlation (i.e., the correlation between borrowers in the same homogeneous retail segment)

-

Inter-retail segment correlation (i.e., the correlation between borrowers in different retail segments)

-

Cross-retail and non-retail correlation (i.e., the correlation between borrowers in a retail segment and borrowers in other
segments, such as commercial real estate or corporate)

As the cross-sectional variation in correlation across categories and geographic regions can be substantial, the model’s granularity
of 19 geographical regions and 4 retail product types provides a substantial improvement over existing models based on coarser
classifications (such as GCorr Corporate). Therefore, this more granular parameterization enables substantially more accurate
portfolio risk analysis. Section 8 illustrates these points with an analysis of a sample portfolio of European retail exposures.
We organize the remainder of this paper as follows:
-

Section 2 describes the Moody’s Analytics modeling framework for asset correlations.

-

Section 3 describes the data used in the estimation and validation of the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model.

-

Section 4 documents the estimation process.

-

Section 5 presents the estimated correlation parameters for GCorr 2020 Europe Retail.

-

Section 6 presents a validation of the correlation model.

-

Section 7 illustrates using GCorr 2020 Europe Retail together with the GCorr 2020 Macro model for stress testing.

-

Section 8 provides a benefit analysis for using a granular correlation model from a credit risk management perspective.

-

Section 9 provides concluding remarks.

-

Appendix A discusses the statistical properties of the method of moment estimators.

-

Appendix B describes how we incorporate local-level macroeconomic variables into the GCorr covariance matrix and link
these variables to the rest of the GCorr model.

-

Appendix C presents the methodology used for decomposing retail systematic factors into geographical and producttype components.

3

Moody’s Analytics Structured Finance Portal is a web-based tool that offers data and analytics across all structured finance asset classes. The database covers
over 1,200 public and private European asset-based securities, with the data collected from over 200,000 trustee reports.

4

Moody's Analytics Data Buffet provides comprehensive economic, demographic and financial data and forecasts at the global, national and regional levels for
over 180+ countries and their sub regions. The database contains millions of time series from more than 600 sources, with data regularly updated.
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2. Framework for Modeling Retail Portfolios
Credit correlations include default correlations and credit migration correlations. A default correlation measures the extent to
which the default of one borrower is related to another borrower; credit migration correlation measures the joint credit quality
change short of default for the two borrowers. We can infer the credit correlations of two borrowers by measuring their individual
default probabilities and their asset correlation. The basic idea is very intuitive: borrowers will likely default when their asset value
falls below the value of their obligations (i.e., their default point).
The joint probability of two borrowers defaulting during the same time period is simply the likelihood of both borrowers’ asset
values falling below their respective default points during that period. We can determine this probability by knowing the
correlation between the two firms’ asset values and the individual likelihood of each firm defaulting, depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3

Joint Default
k defaults, j pays
Firm Y
Borrower
j

Both pay

k pays, j defaults

Both default
Firm X k
Borrower

With this setup, the joint distribution of borrowers’ asset values can be specified by the marginal distributions and a copula.
Alternatively, a factor model drives the asset values of borrowers. In particular:
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = �𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖

where
-

(1)

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 is the asset return of borrower i, 5
𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 is the systematic factor,

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 is the R-squared of borrower i — the proportion of risk that is captured by the systematic factor,
𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 is the idiosyncratic factor of borrower i.

The systematic factor 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 (also called the custom index) represents the state of the economy during a particular period and
summarizes all the relevant systematic risk factors that affect the borrower’s credit quality. The variable 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 represents the
borrower-specific risk (the idiosyncratic event or shock) that affects the borrower’s credit quality or ability to repay debt. While the
shock in the systematic factor 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 is the same for borrowers with the same custom index, the borrower-specific shock 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 is unique
to each borrower. By construction, the systematic factor 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 is independent of the idiosyncratic factor 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 , and both are distributed
with a standard normal distribution. Two borrowers correlate with one another when both are exposed to correlated systematic
5

Asset return can be interpreted broadly as the variable that drives the credit quality changes of the borrower.
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factors (with potentially varying degrees). Mathematically, the correlation between the changes in credit quality measures for any
two borrowers, both within and across asset classes, is equal to: 6

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ��𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 , �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝜖𝜖𝑗𝑗 �
=

=

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐��𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 , �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 �
𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟 𝑗𝑗

(2)

�𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 , 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 �
= �𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 , 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 �
1×1

If the underlying borrowers are part of the same market and, thus, share the same systematic factor, the correlation equals the
product of the square root of the two borrowers’ R-squared values:
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ��𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 , �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝜖𝜖𝑗𝑗 �
�𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 , 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 �
=
= �𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗
1×1

(3)

Equation (1) serves as the basis for the Monte Carlo simulation for the portfolio credit risk calculation. A factor model such as
Equation (1) can be specified by two sets of parameters: the R-squared values of all borrowers and the correlations among
systematic factors. 7
For corporate exposures, systematic factors are defined as linear combinations of 49 country factors and 61 industry factors. To
model European retail credit, we describe the systematic risk of the exposures using country (region) and retail product type
factors, depicted in Figure 4.
Figure 4

Retail Factor Model

6

The RiskFrontier Monte Carlo simulation engine simulates correlated asset returns for each borrower i, in a normalized space where each asset return is
distributed with a standard normal distribution. See Hu, Z., et al., 2008, for more details.
7
See Huang, J., et al., 2015, for details regarding how the RiskFrontier Monte Carlo engine simulates correlated asset returns for various asset classes.
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As Figure 4 also shows, systematic factors in GCorr 2020 Europe Retail are driven by local-level macrovariables, namely
unemployment rates and house price indices.
Each of the 76 factors is the sum of one of the 19 region factors (8 European countries and 11 local regions) plus one of the 4
product factors. The 19 region factors are the general economic factors that reflect the credit qualities of borrowers in these
regions. The four retail product-type factors (auto loan, credit card, consumer loan, residential mortgage) are the product-specific
factors that reflect systematic shocks to the credit qualities of these types of loans. We choose these specific factors after
considering the factors that determine credit qualities of retail credit, the need for granularity of the modeling framework, and
data availability.
To estimate GCorr 2020 Europe Retail R-squared values, we examine the correlation patterns grouping borrowers by NUTS1 8
regions and product type. We find it necessary to include additional granularity when estimating R-squared values in order to
capture the cross-sectional differences between retail borrowers.
The GCorr 2020 Europe Retail framework can be used in the following contexts:
-

Economic capital (EC) calculation and, more broadly, portfolio risk analysis, including risk allocation

-

National-level stress testing (together with GCorr Macro)

-

Local-level stress testing (together with GCorr Macro) 9

The macrovariable-driven retail factors 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 have an economically intuitive interpretation and allow users to perform stress testing
at the national and local levels. As for the EC calculation, the factor correlations in GCorr 2020 Europe Retail are implied from
these links of the factors to the macrovariables.
We next describe the datasets used in estimating the model.

8
9

According to Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics. See https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts/background
With respect to 11 regions of the United Kingdom. This feature will be available in the future GCorr Macro release once local macrovariables are introduced
to GCorr covariance matrix.
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3. Data
3.1 Overview of Data Coverage
As explained in Section 2, asset correlations between two loan borrowers can be represented by correlation between the changes
in credit quality measures of said borrowers. In addition, setup of GCorr 2020 Europe Retail envisages linkage of borrowers’
systematic factor with local macrovariables, significantly expanding range of applications of the model. Estimation of the model is
thus based on two key inputs: measure of credit quality (or performance) of retail exposures and local macroeconomic data.
Loan performance can be represented by different measures. From macroprudential perspective, ECB and European Banking
Authority (EBA) typically focus on the non-performing loans (NPL) or non-performing exposures (NPE), as defined by the European
Commission. 10 EBA reports NPL ratios for the European MFIs with the breakdown by sub-segments, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5

NPL Ratios by Lending Sub-Segment

Source: EBA Report on NPLs: Progress Made and Challenges Ahead (2019)

While NPL ratio represents the share of the non-performing exposure on MFI’s balance sheet, performance of separate retail
accounts or account pools and their classification as NPE can be assessed based on “past-due” criterion (i.e., loan is classified as
NPE if it is past due a certain number of days) and “unlikely-to-pay” criterion (i.e., loan is classified as NPE if the debtor is assessed
as unlikely to pay its credit obligations in full without realization of collateral). 11
In order to streamline the estimation procedure and align data series definitions with the EBA guidelines, we define account as
non-performing, or delinquent, 12 when it is 90 days or more past due or in default. The delinquency rate of retail pool is thus
defined as the proportion of accounts past due a certain number of days weighted by outstanding balance.

10

Refer to Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 680/2014 of 16 April 2014 and Guidance to banks on non-performing loans of March 2017 for the
definition of NPE.
11
Refer to Guidance to banks on non-performing loans of March 2017, Section 5 for the detailed discussion of NPL/NPE recognition.
12
Hereinafter, we use terms “non-performing” and “delinquent” interchangeably.
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For the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model, we calculate quarterly delinquency rate time series from European Datawarehouse and
Structured Finance Portal data. Both sources report data on the underlying exposures in European securitization deals, covering
more than 45 million active and inactive loans in the following retail categories:
-

Auto Loan

-

Bank Card

-

Consumer Loan

-

Residential Mortgage

The model covers the following 19 geographies (8 European countries and 11 regions of the United Kingdom 13):
-

Belgium

›

Yorkshire and the Humber

-

France

›

East Midlands (England)

-

Germany

›

West Midlands (England)

-

Italy

›

East of England

-

Netherlands

›

London

-

Portugal

›

South East (England)

-

Spain

›

South West (England)

-

United Kingdom, including:

›

Wales

›

North East (England)

›

Scotland

›

North West (England)

While EDW provides even more granular exposure-level data for eight European countries with breakdown into NUTS1, NUTS2,
and NUTS3 regions, 14 we find that using such granular pools often leads to overly noisy estimates of delinquency rates, which
cannot be used without substantial adjustments. The GCorr 2020 Europe Retail Model thus covers geographically granular data
only for the United Kingdom, where reporting quality is the highest. 15 Nonetheless, the model has the potential to be expanded
into other granular geographical locations.
As further discussed in Section 8, granular coverage of the model provides a substantial advantage over existing models with
coarser classification (such as GCorr Corporate) for the clients with retail exposures concentrated even mostly within one country.
As shown in Figure 6, response to economic recession differs significantly across local geographies, and so does retail exposure
performance, where a direct causal link exists between local macroeconomic conditions and the ability of borrowers to remain
solvent (see Section 4 for further discussion).

13

We provide both country-level UK factor and 11 local-level UK factors; model user should choose which factor to use, depending on the availability of
information about geographical location of the property/borrower.
14
For example, the UK is divided into 12 NUTS1 regions, 41 NUTS2 regions, and 179 NUTS3 regions.
15
We exclude Northern Ireland region due to data availability issues.
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Figure 6

Regional UR and HPI Growth Rate — United Kingdom (Q2 2019–Q2 2020)
UK Unemployment Rate growth (%)

UK House Price Index growth (%)

Source: Moody’s Analytics

Data coverage differs for specific product type and region: for residential mortgages, delinquency rates are generally available
starting from Q1 2005 or earlier, whereas for other retail products — given the specifics of the European Datawarehouse database
coverage — we can calculate delinquency rates only starting from Q1 2014. We perform validation of delinquency rates using data
from ECB, national central banks, and supervisory bodies.
For country and local-level macrovariables, we obtain quarterly house price indices and unemployment rates time series from
Moody’s Analytics Data Buffet.
3.2 Effects of the Pandemic in the Data
With the onset of the SARS-CoV-2 virus pandemic, the ability to incorporate unprecedented shifts in economic conditions and
reflect them properly in credit risk measures has become a crucial property for credit risk management models. In this section, we
provide a brief overview of how the data reflect the pandemic effects and comment on the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model’s
ability to capture them.
Despite the severe decline in macroeconomic conditions in most European countries since the beginning of the pandemic, in most
cases, we do not yet observe proportional deterioration of credit quality in MFIs’ portfolios as of Q2 2020. As Figure 7 shows, the
ratio of impaired loans on banks’ balance sheet has not increased in H1 2020 compared to H1 2019; the current average ratio is at
3%, which is significantly lower (i.e. better) than following the impact of the last financial crisis at the end of 2011 at 5.4%.
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Figure 7

Impaired Loans to Gross Loans Ratio for Major European Commercial Banks

Source: Moody’s Analytics BankFocus Research, October 2020

At the same time, by H1 2020, virtually every major European MFI drastically increased provisions for future losses (by 62% on
average year-on-year, as a percentage of operating profit). In other words, as of Q2 2020, European MFIs anticipated large losses
caused by defaults and forbearances amidst deteriorating economic conditions.
In line with the above, under the classical definition of NPE, we do not observe a significant increase in delinquencies as of Q2
2020. Under the guidelines from ECB, national banks, and regulatory authorities, European MFIs have been broadly applying
restructuring agreements, payment holiday arrangements, etc., made available to most borrowers. We investigate how the share
of exposures with deferral agreements changed in the EDW data sample of residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) using
the UK as an example.
As Figure 8 shows, during the second quarter 2020, the number of exposures with some kind of deferral agreement has risen
significantly. At the same time, by the third quarter of 2020, we observe a decrease in such “synthetic delinquencies.” 16 When
considering other asset classes and regions, Moody’s Analytics research indicates that a similar dynamic applies both to corporate
exposures worldwide and to retail exposures in the U.S. and Canada. In terms of corporates, absolute EDF values and correlation of
EDF measures have been gradually declining to pre-pandemic levels in Europe and stabilized regions. In terms of U.S. and Canada
retail exposures, observed delinquency rates in 2Q 2020 were even below pre-pandemic levels, offset by increased savings and
policy responses.

16

Please refer to Licari, J., et al., 2020 for additional details on calculation of “synthetic delinquency” indicator.
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Figure 8

Share of Exposures with Implied Payment Holiday — UK Residential Mortgages

Source: EDW, Moody’s Analytics calculations
Note: Exposure is classified as having an implied payment holiday agreement if, on a monthly basis: (1) original loan maturity date increases; (2) installment due in annuity loans decreases by
more than 50%; (3) outstanding loan amount does not decrease for amortizing loans; (4) performance arrangement flag is triggered

In conclusion, despite the challenges created by the COVID pandemic, we consider the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model suitable
for business applications in the current economic environment. We expect incremental improvements in model performance in
the future, as additional credit and macroeconomic data become available, allowing us to disentangle the pandemic’s effects on
retail loan performance even more precisely.
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4. Model Estimation
Each retail market is defined as a product type and region (country or UK NUTS1 region) combination. The asset correlations
between exposures i and j in retail markets depend on the R-squared of exposures i and j and the correlations of their custom
indices.
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 � = �𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 �𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 , 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 �

(4)

Therefore, we must estimate two sets of correlation parameters: R-squared values and the custom index correlations. To achieve
this goal, we first describe how to imply the conditional, pool-level default rate, which reflects the realization of systematic factors.
4.1 Modeling Pool-Level, Conditional Default Rates
Loans to individuals often have higher default rates when compared to corporate loans. However, relative to commercial loans,
these default rates seem more predictable, making retail loans appear safer than commercial loans. This apparent contradiction is
reconciled by the concept of correlation as a measure of the tendency for loans to default at the same time.
Consider a portfolio of 1,000 loans, each with a 1% chance of defaulting within one year. One pattern of defaults over time is for
ten loans to default per year. Another pattern is to observe zero defaults for nine years and then to experience 100 defaults in one
year. In the first case, we have no surprises and almost no risk. The defaults are not correlated. This result is closer to the default
rate pattern found in consumer loan portfolios. In the second case, there is a high level of dependency between loan defaults. The
higher correlation leads to a higher tendency of clustered defaults. We expect to observe some periods with very few defaults and
other periods when a significant number of loans in the portfolio default. This outcome presents an element of surprise, because
we do not know which year presents a high-default year. Therefore, this result more closely follows the pattern of default rates in
commercial loan portfolios.
As Section 2 describes, modeling changes in borrower credit quality begins with the following factor model:
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = �𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(5)

The standardized latent variable 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 represents the change in retail borrower’s credit quality (or the ability to pay) in the
homogeneous pool during a particular period. 17 The variable 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is the univariate pool-specific risk factor (custom index), which
represents the state of economy in a period t and summarizes all the relevant systematic risk factors that affect the credit quality of
individual retail accounts in this particular group. The variable 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 represents the borrower-specific risk (the idiosyncratic event or
shock) that affects the borrower’s credit quality or ability to repay debt. The parameter 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 represents the sensitivity of changes in
an individual’s credit quality to changes in the state of economy.
We construct a homogeneous retail pool, such that its borrowers are assumed to receive the same systematic shock (i.e., 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 =
𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 ) and have the same sensitivity to it (i.e., 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌). The borrower-specific shock 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is unique to each individual. Variables 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
and 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 are independent of one another — both are assumed to have a standard normal distribution. In this framework, the intragroup correlations (i.e., the correlation between each pair of individual borrowers) are the same value as 𝜌𝜌. 18 To estimate 𝜌𝜌, we
must establish the distribution of the aggregate default rate for the pool, based on the underlying probability of default (PD) and 𝜌𝜌
of individual borrowers in the pool.
Consider a homogeneous group of N retail accounts with the identical default probability PD and correlation parameter 𝜌𝜌. Let Li be
the realization of default indicator for account i, and let L be the percentage of defaults (i.e., default rate) in the group during a
particular time period:
17

The variable 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 can be considered the return on the overall asset value of the individual borrower. The overall asset value consists of financial wealth as well
as human capital.

18

For i and j in the same homogeneous pool: 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 � =
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𝑁𝑁

1
𝐿𝐿 = � 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖
𝑁𝑁

(6)

𝑖𝑖=1

According to Vasicek (2002), given this setup, and for a very large group, by the law of large numbers and assuming joint
normality among changes in the credit quality of individual borrowers, the probability distribution converges to the following
limiting form:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐿𝐿 ≤ 𝑥𝑥] = 𝑁𝑁 �

�1 − 𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑥𝑥) − 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
�
�𝜌𝜌

(7)

The mean and variance of the default rate for this retail group are:

𝐸𝐸(𝐿𝐿) = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉(𝐿𝐿) = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) − 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 2

(8)

where N2 is the bi-variate cumulative normal distribution function.

Within this setup, the dynamics of realized default rate through time for each (homogeneous) retail pool is determined by two
major factors:
-

Changes in the expected default rate. PDt (i.e., the unconditional probability of default for each borrower in the pool) can
change through time. At any given time t, PDt will be the expected pool-level default rate in the next period.

-

Systematic shocks, which result in deviation of the actual pool-level default rate DRt in period t from the expected poollevel default rate PDt. The realized pool-level default rate DRt in period t will be based on the realization of systematic
shock 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 , which affects all borrowers in the pool.

If, in period t, a borrower’s asset return 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 (change in credit quality indicator) is less than the borrower’s default threshold 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 , then
the borrower defaults. The default threshold is determined by 𝛾𝛾 = N-1 (Expected Probability of Default in Period t) = N-1 (PDt). While
individual borrowers face their idiosyncratic shock 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 , all borrowers will be impacted by the same systematic factor 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 . The
conditional probability of default for each borrower in the pool will be as follows:
𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃�𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 < 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 �𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 �
= 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃��𝜌𝜌𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + �1 − 𝜌𝜌𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 < 𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 �𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 �
𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 − �𝜌𝜌𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡
= 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 �𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 <
�𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 �
�1 − 𝜌𝜌
𝛾𝛾𝑡𝑡 − �𝜌𝜌𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡
�
= 𝑁𝑁 �
�1 − 𝜌𝜌
𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 ) − �𝜌𝜌𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡
= 𝑁𝑁 �
�
�1 − 𝜌𝜌

(9)

Figure 9 shows an example of the relationship between the conditional default probability and the shock to the systematic factor
in the retail pool for a given set of PD and 𝜌𝜌 parameters.
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Figure 9

Conditional Default Probability Given Systematic Shock
Default Probability (PD) = 5% and Correlation (RSQ) = 5%
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Because of the independency of idiosyncratic shocks in the pool and the relatively large sample size of retail pools, the realized
pool-level default rate DRt will be very close to the conditional default probability of individual borrowers (given the systematic
factor draw 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡 ), as shown in Figure 10, which presents a series of simulated pool-level default rates within a large pool of retail
accounts, with 0.05 as the unconditional probability of default.
Figure 10 Simulated Default Rate in a Retail Portfolio
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4.2 R-Squared Estimation
Estimating correlation parameters among retail accounts using historical data can be based on the modeling framework discussed
previously. The process consists of decomposing the time series of realized default rates into the following components:
-

Expected default rate — Estimating PDt

-

Volatility of default rate (tendency of clustered defaults) — Estimating Correlation Parameter 𝜌𝜌

For a given homogeneous retail group, if PDt remains constant over time, the pool-level default rate variance Var(Lt) will also be
constant. The sample mean 𝜇𝜇̂ and sample variance 𝑆𝑆̂ 2 can be estimated based on the time series of realized default rates and used
as the estimate of PD and Var(L), respectively. We can then back-out the correlation coefficient 𝜌𝜌 for the pool using the following
equation:
𝑠𝑠̂ 2 + 𝜇𝜇̂ 2 = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌)

(10)

For R-squared estimation, we assume that the probability of default remains constant, although, economically speaking, it makes
more sense to allow the probability of default to vary through time. However, if we estimate R-squared values using a timechanging probability of default, the resulting R-squared values will generally be very low — lower than estimating R-squared values
using a constant probability of default. From an estimation perspective, by estimating two parameters (time-varying probability of
default and R-squared), the variability of the default rate through time will be attributed to both parameters. By not allowing a
time-varying probability of default estimate, the variability of the default rate will be attributed only to R-squared.
We investigate R-squared estimation bias using Method of Moments. In retail loan estimation, bias coming from a finite sample is
insignificant, given the pools are large and, therefore, the asymptotic result should apply fairly well. However, we apply
autocorrelation adjustment in the R-squared estimation. For more information, please see Appendix A.
4.3 Estimating Correlation Between Retail Markets
The factor correlation estimates should be interpreted as the correlation between two prototypical (or “average”) retail accounts
defined by their region and product type combination. To model the correlation between retail accounts in two different retail
product pools, we must consider the correlation between the custom indices 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 and 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 for each retail pool. We define systematic
credit risk factors 𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 and 𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 directly in terms of macroeconomic variables, namely house price indices (HPIs) and unemployment
rates (URs).
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show two examples of the relationship between macrovariables and retail loan delinquency rates. In the
United Kingdom, we saw significant shocks to both HPI and UR already at the onset of the Great Recession, accompanied by
substantial increases in retail loan delinquencies. On the other hand, in the Netherlands, with an initially very low unemployment
rate, a large and stable current account surplus, low government debt, and a budget in surplus, HPI and UR initially did not
experience significant negative shocks, and the increase in delinquency rates during the Recession was delayed as well.
The link between performance of retail exposures and macroeconomic environment (as well as monetary and macroprudential
policy) has been studied extensively in the academic literature. For example, performance of retail mortgages is known to be
related to affordability problems of the households and/or going into negative equity. 19 These two factors are well captured by,
respectively, disposable income and employment status, and the market value of the property, hence the link with UR and HPI. We
observe such economically intuitive patterns in relationships between macroeconomic variables and retail loan performance
across most countries and product types and incorporate these relationships into the asset correlation modeling.
Mathematically, we assume that systematic factors of retail loans follow the equation below. Systematic factors are rescaled to
have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.
19

See Gerlach-Kristen, P., and Lyons, S. (2015).
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𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ∙ 𝜙𝜙𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) + 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝜙𝜙𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) + 𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖),𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖)

Where
-

(11)

𝜙𝜙 𝑖𝑖 — the systematic factor for borrower 𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) — region of borrower 𝑖𝑖

𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖) — product/property type of borrower 𝑖𝑖

𝜙𝜙𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) and 𝜙𝜙𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) — the regional macroeconomic variable for unemployment rates and house price indices
𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖),𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) — residual latent factors representing region 𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) and product type 𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖)

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑘𝑘 — marginal impact of macrovariable 𝑘𝑘 on retail loan systematic factor 𝑖𝑖.

The benefit of introducing macrovariables into the retail model is to attach economic interpretation to the factors. Using Equation
(11), we can explain factor patterns in terms of the state’s economic performance. As a by-product, this framework, together with
GCorr Macro, allows us to carry out stress testing at the national and regional levels.
It is worth noting that Equation (11) also contains residual terms 𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖),𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) , which account for the fact that, while macrovariables
have a strong relationship with retail delinquency rates, they do not explain dynamics in the delinquency rates and their
correlations completely.
Figure 11 United Kingdom Residential Mortgages Delinquency Rates, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index
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Figure 12 Netherlands Residential Mortgages Delinquency Rates, Unemployment Rate, and House Price Index
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After collecting the delinquency rate data for the 19x4 retail markets and the macroeconomic data for the 19 regions, we estimate
the systematic retail factors and the factor correlations as follows:
1.

2.

Data transformations. We consider quarter-on-quarter changes in delinquency rates 20 and log-quarterly changes in
macrovariables. We apply the X-13 ARIMA-SEATS 21 procedure to these time series to adjust for seasonality and remove the
irregular components in the delinquency rate series. In addition, we de-trend certain time series (especially HPIs) to make sure
they are stationary. 22 We denote the resulting transformed time series as Δ𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 , Δ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡 , and Δ𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡 .
Regressing the changes in delinquency rates on changes in macrovariables to obtain coefficients 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 , 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 , regression Rsquared values, and regression residuals.
Δ𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ~ 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ∙ � γ𝑖𝑖.𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 Δ𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡−ℎ + 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∙ � γ𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 Δ𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡−ℎ + 𝜀𝜀𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡
ℎ=0,1,…

3.

(12)

ℎ=0,1,…

As Equation (12) shows, we also consider lagged effects when quantifying relationships between the delinquency rates and
macrovariables. 23 We estimate the coefficients 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 and 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 , which have the same interpretation as the identically-labeled
coefficients in Equation (11), in such a way that they represent the relative explanatory power of UR and HPI across all lags,
and 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 ∙ 𝜙𝜙𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) + 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝜙𝜙𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻,𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖) ) corresponds to the regression R-squared value.
Refining the regression coefficients and R-squared values. After Step 2, we obtain a set of raw regression coefficients from
Equation (12). However, when dealing with delinquency data at a more granular level, we often observe noisy estimates and

20

We look at various transformations of delinquency rates, including log changes, but find that the quarter-on-quarter changes have the best statistical
properties. One of the reasons is that some delinquency rates are close to zero during certain periods, which can create unintuitive patterns if we apply log
changes.
21
X-13 ARIMA-SEATS is a seasonal adjustment software produced, distributed, and maintained by the Census Bureau. Please refer to
https://www.census.gov/srd/www/x13as/ for more information.
22
De-trending a time series Yt with a time window of length K can be represented as

Yt −
23

1 K
∑ Yt −k
K k =1

We only retain terms with the correct sign and statistically significant 𝛽𝛽.
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outliers, especially on the local level. Therefore, we must further refine them to ensure the estimated links between
macrovariables and retail factors are robust. We find that there is a statistical relation between beta coefficients or R-squared
values and volatility of the UR and HPI in the respective country or region. This relationship has an intuitive interpretation —
e.g., when referring to residential mortgages, the delinquency rate for countries or regions that experienced a deep housing
slump at some point during the credit cycle has a stronger link to macrovariables than for the regions that did not. In light of
this pattern, we fit a regression of beta coefficients or R-squared values from Step 2 on the macrovariables and replace the
raw values with values implied by the regression line. By applying this refinement, we pool patterns across regressions (12) in
order to mitigate the impact of outliers and data noise on the estimated coefficients and R-squared values.
4.

Linking the local-level macrovariables to the rest of the GCorr model, including the GCorr Corporate factors, GCorr CRE
factors, GCorr Retail U.S. and Canada factors, as well as national-level macroeconomic variables. In fact, we estimate the
Σ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 as depicted in Figure 13. Appendix B discusses this step in more detail.

Figure 13 Constructing the Expanded Correlation Matrix

Note:,* Full GCorr covariance matrix includes factor loadings for the following asset classes: Corporate, Emerging Markets, Commercial Real Estate (U.S. and Canada), Retail (U.S., Canada,
Europe), Sovereign, Macro

5.

Constructing 76 (19 regions x 4 product types) raw retail factor macrovariables and regression residuals, which are already
linked to the GCorr matrix, using the coefficients from step 3. 24

6.

Decomposing the 76 raw retail factors into 19 regions and 4 product type factors. Step 5 gives us 76 retail factors, including
all the combinations of regions and product types. We further break them down, in an additive way, into 19 regions and 4
product type factors, as mentioned in Figure 4. Appendix C describes how we perform this factor decomposition.

7.

Calculating the covariances across the 23 Europe retail factors and the retail factors with other factors. These covariances are
implied by the link of the raw retail factors to the rest of the matrix and the decomposition from Step 6.

In calibrating the model, we impose various economic conditions on the correlations. For example, no negative systematic factor
correlations should exist across retail borrowers and between retail and other asset classes. Another example is: the correlation
within the same region and/or the same retail product should be, in general, higher than those across different regions and/or
products. When imposing these restrictions, we make sure to preserve general patterns observed in empirical correlations between
credit quality measures.

24

We must also estimate the correlation between regression residuals 𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃(𝑖𝑖),𝑅𝑅(𝑖𝑖),𝑡𝑡
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5. GCorr 2020 Europe Retail Results Overview
This section presents key empirical results of GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model estimation. We first discuss R-squared estimates
and then provide an overview of estimated asset correlations.
5.1 Using GCorr 2020 Europe Retail for Portfolio Credit Risk Analysis
We estimate GCorr 2020 Europe Retail using quarterly delinquency rates. As the model output, we deliver country and local-level
(for the United Kingdom) R-squared value estimates and factor correlation matrix.
5.2 R-Squared Values
Table 1 presents the summary statistics of R-squared values by product type for GCorr 2020 Europe Retail. We observe that
residential mortgages tend to have, on average, higher R-squared values than the other retail product types, whereas auto loans
have the lowest R-squared values. A possible explanation is that the ability of consumer loans and residential mortgage borrowers
to repay their loans is more impacted by systematic factors, such as unemployment rates and regional home prices, than in the
cases of the other retail products. In addition, level of accounts in arrears generally differs across the retail products to begin with.
For example, in the UK, personal contract purchase (PCP) car deals tend to have a lower rate of delinquencies and generally higher
creditworthiness of borrowers, which makes these types of retail products more resilient to economic shocks. 25
Table 1 R-squared Statistics for GCorr 2020 Europe Retail
R-SQUARED SUMMARY STATISTICS
PRODUCT TYPE

P25

MEDIAN

P75

Auto Loan

4.15%

4.20%

4.57%

Credit Card

7.03%

7.45%

7.70%

Consumer Loans

6.42%

7.21%

7.50%

Residential Mortgage

6.94%

8.48%

8.48%

Note, the table presents summary statistics for national-level R-squared values

5.3 Asset Correlations
Figure 14 and Figure 15 present the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail asset correlations within the class of retail borrowers and between
retail and corporate borrowers, respectively. Figure 14 shows the asset correlations among different hypothetical European retail
borrowers. A hypothetical retail borrower is assigned 100% weight to one of the 18 regions (7 European countries and 11 regions of
the United Kingdom) and 100% weight to one of the 4 product types, and it is assigned the R-squared value from GCorr 2020
Europe Retail. The correlations within a product type (e.g., Auto Loans-Auto Loans) thus include 18x17/2 = 153 unique pairwise
correlations. The cross-product type asset correlations (e.g., Auto Loans-Credit Cards) include 18x18 = 324 unique pairwise
correlations.
Each panel in Figure 14 contains the histogram of the pairwise asset correlations across regions, as well as mean and median asset
correlation, for a given product-type combination.

25

According to the study conducted by FCA through 2016–2018 (“Our work on motor finance – update”, March 2018), only 0.4% of PCP accounts were >90
days past due on payments (in comparison with 1.6% of mortgage loans and 2.2% of credit card loans). Borrowers in the bottom 30% of creditworthiness
scale comprised 3% of outstanding landing. This said, more recent developments in the European PCP market, such as increased lending to sub-prime
borrowers and rapid growth of auto loans securitisation deals, give rise to concerns expressed by, for example, the Bank of England that the car finance sector
may become more vulnerable to shocks in the future. Also refer to Section 4 for further discussion.
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Figure 14 Distribution of Asset Correlations Within Europe Retail Borrowers by Product Type

Figure 15 shows the asset correlations between hypothetical European retail borrowers and hypothetical European firms. A
hypothetical retail borrower is assigned 100% weight to one of the 18 regions (7 European countries and 11 regions of the United
Kingdom) and 100% weight to one of the 4 product types, and it is assigned the R-squared value from GCorr 2020 Europe Retail.
A hypothetical corporate entity is assigned 100% weight to one of the 8 European countries and 100% weight to one of the 61
corporate industries, and its R-squared value is set to the median R-squared for the industry based on GCorr 2020 Corporate.
In Figure 15, each histogram represents the distribution of 18x61x8 = 8,784 unique pairwise asset correlations between European
corporate borrowers and European retail borrowers of a given product type.
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Figure 15 Distribution of Asset Correlations Between Europe Retail Borrowers and Europe Corporates by Product Type

The results highlighted above provide an overview of the core output of GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model; they are generally
consistent (in terms of absolute values and ranking order) with asset correlations produced by the previously developed GCorr
Retail models. 26 Next, we perform several exercises to further establish the validity of the results.

26

See Jiang, S., 2018 and Jiang, S., 2019 for overview of the models.
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6. Validation of Correlation Estimates
In this section, we present several validation exercises for the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model. We first compare the modeled
asset correlation to the level implied by realized delinquency rates to ensure level soundness and patterns in the modeled
correlations, which is essential when the model is used for portfolio risk analysis. We also show the projected losses with historical
scenarios at the national level and compare them to realized losses in order to demonstrate model performance.
6.1 Validation of Asset Correlation Levels
We first present validation exercises for asset correlations produced by the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model. To this end, we
compare the modeled asset correlation levels to those implied by correlations among delinquency rates. Although we use
delinquency rates, the terms default and delinquency are interchangeable in the following discussion.
The joint-default probability of borrower j with borrower k, denoted by JDFjk, is given by:
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑗𝑗 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)
= 𝑁𝑁2 �𝑁𝑁 −1 �𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑗𝑗 �, 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 ), 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 �

where
-

𝑁𝑁2 is a bivariate standard normal distribution

-

PD is the default probability

(13)

𝑁𝑁 −1 is the inverse of a standard normal distribution

-

𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the asset correlation between borrower j and borrower k

The empirical default correlation of two borrowers selected from two homogeneous groups is given by: 27

𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 =

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 , 𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 �

�𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 �𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 � �𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣�𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 �

which can be related to the asset correlation as follows:
𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 =
where
-

27

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑁𝑁2 �𝑁𝑁 −1 �𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 � , 𝑁𝑁 −1 �𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 �, 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
� − 𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘

�𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 �1 − 𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 � �𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 �1 − 𝜇𝜇𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 �

(14)

𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 is the default/delinquency rate for group j

𝜇𝜇Groupj is the empirical mean of default/delinquency series j

𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘 is the default/delinquency rate for group k

𝜇𝜇Groupk is the empirical mean of default/delinquency series k

𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 is the default correlation between group j and group k

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
is the default/delinquency implied asset correlation between group j and group k

For more details on default implied asset correlations, see Lee J., et al., 2008.
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𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
By solving Equation (14) for 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
we can estimate the default/delinquency implied asset correlation between two different
homogenous groups.

Using the above methodology, we can validate asset correlation levels between European retail borrowers, as well as between
European retail borrowers and European corporate borrowers, presented in Section 5, by calculating the default implied asset
correlations.
For Europe retail, we use the 18 quarterly delinquency rates series (7 country-level and 11 region-level) for each product type. To
construct quarterly corporate default series, we create the following default series based on size, industry sector, and EDF credit
measure buckets. Since some of the constructed default series do not cover enough defaults, we use the following three default
series.
-

Large European Non-financial Corporations

-

Large European Financial Corporations

-

Large European Combined

We apply Equation (14) to the retail delinquency series and the above corporate default series to calculate the default implied
asset correlation between retail, as well as between retail and corporate borrowers.
Table 2 shows the interquartile range of default implied asset correlations across 18 delinquency series for each product type and
the corporate default series.
Table 2 Default-implied Asset Correlations Between Europe Retail and Europe Corporate Borrowers
RETAIL ONLY

RETAIL WITH CORPORATE
FINANCIALS & NON-FINANCIALS

Auto Loan

0.46%-1.35%

0.17%-0.43%

Credit Card

1.16%-2.80%

0.85%-1.67%

Consumer Loans

0.69%-1.69%

0.24%-1.17%

Residential Mortgage

0.63%-2.62%

0.43%-2.39%

Comparing the default-implied asset correlations in Table 2 to the modeled asset correlations (Figure 14 and Figure 15), our modeled
levels are typically higher. From a risk-management perspective, it is reassuring that the modeled cross-asset (retail and corporate)
correlations are on the conservative side of the delinquency-implied asset correlation levels. Also, the rank-ordering of RSQs is
generally preserved, with first mortgage having the highest RSQs and auto loan the lowest.
6.2 Validation of Projected Losses with Historical Scenarios at the National Level
This section presents a framework, based on the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail and GCorr Macro models, for estimating retail credit
portfolio losses produced using national-level economic scenarios. Our objective is to assess how the losses and the stressed
probability of default compare to various benchmarks (via backtesting), and to understand how different aspects of the modeling
framework impact the losses.
GCorr Macro expands GCorr 2020 Europe Retail for credit risk by linking GCorr systematic credit risk factors to macroeconomic
variables. At the national level, these macroeconomic variables can include standard indicators of economic activity (e.g., GDP and
Unemployment Rate), financial market variables (e.g., Stock Market Index and Interest Rates), price indices (e.g., House Price Index
and Oil Price), and others. In the case of retail portfolios, we use national unemployment rates and house price indices as discussed
in Section 4.
For the backtesting exercise, we analyze loss projections on retail credit portfolios with historical national scenarios. Table 3
summarizes characteristics of the retail portfolios for which we calculate projections — we use residential mortgage portfolios of
borrowers located in the United Kingdom or the Netherlands as an example. We use unemployment rate and house price index to
define the macroeconomic scenario for projections — both of these macrovariables exhibit statistically-significant correlations
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with the retail factors, and, together they have high explanatory power for retail portfolios. 28 Moreover, these macrovariables have
an economically-intuitive relationship with retail factors — increasing unemployment rate impairs the borrowers’ ability to make
mortgage and credit card payments, and falling real estate values bring more borrowers into the negative equity territory. Both
effects lead to higher default rates.
Table 3 Stylized Portfolios Used for Backtesting
PORTFOLIO

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE PORTFOLIO – UK

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE PORTFOLIO –
NETHERLANDS

Types of Counterparties

Residential Mortgage Borrowers

Residential Mortgage Borrowers

Exposure Pooling

Single pool of exposures — national level UK

Single pool of exposures — national level Netherlands

Pool Weights

Pool weights proportional to the loan balance as of the
average during the stressed period

Pool weights proportional to the loan balance as of the
average during the stressed period

Source: GCorr 2020 Europe Retail

Source: GCorr 2020 Europe Retail

Exposure-weighted average R-squared = 8.48%

Exposure-weighted average R-squared = 8.48%

Forward-looking PD (as of Q2 2018)

Forward-looking PD (as of Q2 2018)

Exposure-weighted average PD = 2.75% (annualized)

Exposure-weighted average PD = 0.52% (annualized)

LGD = 100%

LGD = 100%

R-squared

Probability of Default 29

Loss Given Default for Projections 30

We run Residential Mortgage portfolio backtesting for the portfolios above. For the backtesting exercise, we use a time-varying,
unconditional, forward-looking PD (average over point-in-time PD and long-term PD) constructed from delinquency rate data. 31
The backtesting exercise runs as follows. At the beginning of each quarter, we apply the realized macrovariables in the following
eight quarters together with the input (unconditional) PD described above to generate the projected eight-quarter losses using the
GCorr 2020 Europe Retail and GCorr Macro models. Then, we further compare the eight-quarter cumulated projected default
rates to the realized default rates to test the model performance.
Figure 16 and Figure 17 show backtesting results for the residential mortgage portfolios. The overall time series patterns of the
losses projected by the model are similar to the benchmark losses; in the case of the Netherlands, they exceed the historical losses
during the financial crisis, and therefore, can be deemed conservative.

28

For more information about variable selection, please refer to Hong N., et al., 2016.
Based on EDW delinquency rate data.
30
We are benchmarking PDs, which is why LGD = 100%.
31
Results strongly depend on the assumption of the input PD. We recommend using point-in-time, forward-looking PD values. In our exercise, we take a
weighted combination of the current default rate as of the analysis date and a long-run default rate to approximate a forward-looking PD — the assumption
being that the current default rate has a tendency to revert to the long-run rate.
29
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Figure 16 UK Residential Mortgage Portfolio Backtesting With Time-Varying Input PD
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Figure 17 Netherlands Residential Mortgage Portfolio Backtesting With Time-Varying Input PD

Overall, we find that the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model (in conjunction with GCorr Macro) produces projected loss estimates
that are reasonably close to the benchmark losses. We obtain similar results for most retail product-country combinations. These
validation results also empirically confirm the adequacy of macroeconomic variable selection used for the estimation of projected
losses.
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7. Using GCorr 2020 Europe Retail with GCorr Macro for Stress Testing
This section presents a framework, based on the GCorr 2020 Europe Retail and GCorr 2020 Macro models, for stress testing a
retail portfolio of credit risk-sensitive securities. This calculation allows institutions to assess the loss levels they can expect under
hypothetical scenarios (regulatory or institution-specific).
The framework used for stress testing is similar to that described in Section 6. Table 3 summarizes characteristics of the retail
portfolios which we use to calculate projections in this section.
We conduct stress testing based on Moody’s Analytics EBA (Economics & Business Analytics) scenarios. We use the baseline, mild
recession, and protracted slump scenario to show how the portfolios respond to different macroeconomic environments. Table 4
presents results of the stress testing and reports eight-quarter cumulative loss estimated under different EBA scenarios.
Table 4 Eight-Quarter Cumulative Expected Loss — Residential Mortgage Portfolio
SCENARIO

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE – UK

RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE – NETHERLANDS

Unconditional

2.75%

0.52%

Baseline

3.99%

0.61%

Mild Recession

6.06%

0.80%

Protracted Slump

6.98%

0.87%

Note, we calculate future cumulative expected loss as of Q2 2018 using historical EBA scenarios

In Figure 18 and Figure 19, we perform stress testing with different historical scenarios over the next eight quarters and show the
evolution of unconditional loss and expected loss for the Residential Mortgage portfolios.
Figure 18 UK Residential Mortgage Portfolio Stress-Testing with Time-Varying Input PD
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Figure 19 Netherlands Residential Mortgage Portfolio Stress-Testing with Time-Varying Input PD

The exercise shows how different markets respond to economic downturn. Under the Protracted Slump scenario, the UK and
Netherlands are assumed to experience a similar (relative to baseline) increase in unemployment rate; however, the UK sees a
much stronger relative decline in house prices, which explains the larger increase in stressed expected loss. This example shows
why assigning scenarios at a more granular level can be important for users whose portfolios are highly concentrated in certain
regions, or who are interested in investigating the breakdown of their stressed loss.
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8. Utilizing a Granular Correlation Model for Credit Risk Management
In this section, we analyze the benefits of using a more granular correlation model from a credit risk management perspective. In
particular, we look at a sample retail portfolio to evaluate the impact of our model in measuring portfolio credit risk. The sample
portfolio includes close to 7 million retail accounts, with a total of EUR 10 billion in commitment. We allocate the accounts to
retail indices of 18 regions (7 European countries and one of the 11 regions of the United Kingdom) and 4 product types. Table 5
presents the RiskFrontier™ output after running the portfolio with the following two setups:
-

Run 1: Map all retail instruments to industry N57 (Miscellaneous). We allocate retail accounts in this setup to industry
N57 and one of the eight European countries. In this model, a custom index for all retail factors is determined based on
geographical location only. For this run, we use GCorr Corporate.

-

Run 2: Retail-only using retail indices. We allocate retail accounts to one of the 18 regions (7 European countries and one
of the 11 regions of the United Kingdom) and 4 product types. For this run, we use GCorr 2020 Europe Retail.

Note, R-squared values are the same between Run 1 and Run 2.
Table 5 RiskFrontier Outputs for Retail Portfolio Analysis

As expected, the capital number in Run 1 leads to a higher capital number at 616 basis points. In Run 1, we map all retail accounts
to a single industry and eight countries. In this case, the ability to identify any concentration pockets that exist in the portfolio is
reduced. By utilizing a granular model in Run 2, we can more accurately identify concentrations and see a diversification benefit
within the retail portfolio, with economic capital reduced to 473 basis points. Table 5 also suggests the corporate factors cannot
fully capture the co-movement of retail indices.
We also look at the portfolio runs of a stand-alone retail portfolio and a combined retail and corporate portfolio to evaluate the
impacts of our model in measuring portfolio credit risk. Table 6 displays capital with respect to expected loss, and presents the
RiskFrontier output after running the portfolio with the following two setups:
-

Run 1: Retail-only portfolio, using retail indices. We allocate retail accounts to one of the 18 regions (7 European
countries and one of the 11 regions of the United Kingdom) and 4 product types. For this run, we use GCorr 2020 Europe
Retail model.

-

Run 2: Corporate-only portfolio, using corporate indices. We allocate corporate accounts to 20 European countries and
61 industries. For this run, we use GCorr 2020 Corporate model.

-

Run 3: Combined retail and corporate portfolio. Portfolio comprised of 72% corporate and 28% retail exposures (in
terms of book commitment). For this run, we use GCorr 2020 model.
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Table 6 RiskFrontier Outputs for Combined Retail and Corporate Portfolio Analysis

The stand-alone retail portfolio leads to higher capital of EUR 662.3 million. The Retail part of the combined portfolio only needs
EUR 450.7 million and generates 32% reduction in capital requirement, when allocating capital based on risk contribution.
Corporate part of the combined portfolio also shows about 4% reduction in capital requirement compared to the stand-alone
corporate portfolio.
As Table 6 shows, GCorr 2020 more accurately captures the diversification benefit provided by including various asset classes in a
combined credit portfolio.
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9. Summary
Credit portfolio risk assessment and management require a reasonably accurate model that accounts for correlations within and
across different asset classes. Moody’s Analytics GCorr framework provides means for estimating such correlations for a wide
range of assets, including corporate, CRE, and retail exposures. For credit institutions with substantial European retail exposures,
Moody’s Analytics has developed GCorr 2020 Europe Retail correlation model which provides an integrated and granular
framework for measuring portfolio risk of such entities.
In GCorr 2020 Europe Retail, asset correlations between retail borrowers are determined using two inputs: correlation between
systematic factors, which represent the state of the economy and summarize all the relevant systematic risk factors that affect the
borrower’s credit quality, and R-squared values, which measure the proportion of risk that is captured by the systematic factor (as
opposed to idiosyncratic risk). Methodology for estimation of these inputs provides clear economic intuition for the resulting asset
correlations, by implicitly linking those to empirical delinquency rates observed in European retail market, and to local
macroeconomic variables such as House Price Index and Unemployment Rate. This approach enables model users to perform
stress testing with real macroeconomic scenarios.
Further applications of the model lie in the estimation of various portfolio risk statistics, such as required economic capital, within
Moody’s Analytics RiskFrontier framework. We find that GCorr 2020 Europe Retail model, which provides correlation estimates for
European retail exposures at a granular level, is better positioned to identify concentrations and capture co-movement of retail
indices than the coarser model. Utilizing GCorr 2020 Europe Retail for estimation of economic capital requirements in a portfolio
with substantial European retail exposures provides significant diversification benefit.
Finally, the methodologies outlined in this paper can also be combined with institution-specific data to create a custom
correlation model focused on specific aspects of retail portfolio credit risk.
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Appendix A Properties of Method of Moments Estimators
Section 4 presents a method of moments for estimating R-squared values from a time series of default rates. In this section, we
discuss some of the method’s properties from a theoretical perspective.
As we explain, there are biases associated with the R-squared estimated using method of moments (MME R-squared). A bias
measures the average deviation of an estimator from the true value of the parameter being estimated:
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌, 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑇𝑇) = 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌� − 𝜌𝜌

(15)

𝑠𝑠̂ 2 + 𝜇𝜇̂ 2 = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)

(16)

Symbol E denotes the expected value and ρ̂ is the MME R-squared defined as a solution to the equation:

The bias depends on the true values of the parameters — PD (default probability) and 𝜌𝜌 (R-squared), as well as the sample size —
𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 (number of firms in the pool), and 𝑇𝑇 (length of the default rate time series), 𝛼𝛼 (autocorrelation in factor time series).

We study dependence of bias on 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑇𝑇, and 𝛼𝛼 because the MME R-squared is determined based on the assumption of an infinitely
large homogenous pool, a long time series, and serially uncorrelated factors.
To illustrate why the method may produce a biased estimator, we consider three cases: the asymptotic case, the small pool case,
and the auto-correlated case.

1. The asymptotic case (NF, the number of firms in the pool, is “large”).
As NF → ∞, the following equality holds: 32
𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] = 𝐸𝐸[𝑠𝑠̂ 2 + 𝜇𝜇̂ 2 ] = 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣[𝐿𝐿] + 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 2 = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌)

(17)

𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] ≥ 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝐸𝐸𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝐸𝐸𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌�)

(18)

𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] ≥ 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌�)

(19)

Term 𝑔𝑔(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌) = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) is a convex function of vector (PD, ρ), as Figure 20 shows. Therefore, we can apply
the Jensen’s inequality to g:

Note, 𝜇𝜇̂ is an unbiased estimator of PD: 𝐸𝐸𝜇𝜇̂ = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. This observation, together with Equation (18), allows us to write Equation (19)
as follows:

𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) is an increasing function of R-squared (because it represents the joint default probability of firms with
asset correlation 𝜌𝜌).
As a result, Equation (19) implies that the MME R-squared is biased downward:
𝜌𝜌 ≥ 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌� and 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌, ∞, 𝑇𝑇) ≤ 0
32

We define the sample variance of the default rate time series as 𝑠𝑠̂ 2 =
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(20)

∑𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡=1(𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 − 𝜇𝜇̂ )2
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Figure 20 Surface of function 𝑔𝑔(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌) = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌).

Let us provide intuition behind this result. The presence of bias in the MME R-squared can be attributed to the non-linearity of
Equation (16). 33 The magnitude of the bias depends upon the parameters and data characteristics through the difference between
terms 𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] and 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌�) in Equation (17). A higher curvature (i.e. “less linearity”) of
function g(PD,ρ) leads to a larger difference between the two terms and a larger downward bias. As Figure 20 indicates, the
curvature, and, therefore, the downward bias is larger for higher R-squared values, given a certain level of PD. The bias also
depends on the length of the time series, T. If the time series is short, then the distribution of 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�) will be
more dispersed over the convex surface g(PD,ρ). As a result, the difference between terms 𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] and
𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌�) and, in turn, the bias, will be higher.
2. The finite pool case (NF, the number of firms in the pool, is “small”).
The equality (15) does not hold anymore if NF is small. Instead, 34
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣[𝐿𝐿] = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷), 𝜌𝜌) − 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 2 +

1
�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌)�
𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹

𝐸𝐸[𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝜇𝜇̂ ), 𝜌𝜌�)] = 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) +

1
�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌)�
𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹

and

Note, the last term on the right-hand side represents the difference between the probability of default and the joint probability of
default, divided by NF. Intuitively, if there is a small number of firms in the pool, the idiosyncratic risks are not diversified away.
Therefore, the time series variation in the default rate can be attributed not only to the systematic factor impacting all firms, but
also to the undiversified idiosyncratic risks.
Similarly to the asymptotic case, we can apply the Jensen’s inequality:
𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) +

1
�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌)� ≥ 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌�)
𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹

(21)

Equation (21) does not guarantee that the bias will be negative. On the contrary, the bias can become positive,

33

Note, if the right-hand side of Equation (16) was a linear function of 𝜇𝜇̂ and 𝜌𝜌�, one could apply the expected value to both sides of the equation and directly
determine that 𝐸𝐸 𝜌𝜌� = 𝜌𝜌
34
For reference, see for example Appendix B in Gordy M.B., 2000.
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1

𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌, 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑇𝑇) > 0, if the term � � (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑁𝑁2 (𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝑁𝑁 −1 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), 𝜌𝜌) is large enough to outweigh the effect of
𝑁𝑁
𝐹𝐹

convexity of function g. This term, and consequently its impact on the bias, will be larger if the pool size 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 is smaller or if the true
R-squared, 𝜌𝜌, is lower.
We also conducted a Monte Carlo simulation exercise in which we estimated the biases of the MME R-squared values for various
input parameters. As displayed in Table 7, the results illustrate the properties of the bias that we have described in the previous
two cases. Let us note, the bias from a finite pool is not typically substantial for estimation of retail correlation parameters,
because the retail pool tends to be sufficiently large. However, when estimating parameters for other asset classes, such as
exposures to Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises, this type of bias can play a big role.

Table 7

Monte Carlo Exercise: Estimated Biases in the MME R-squared Values

BIASES IN THE MME R-SQUARED VALUES: 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌, 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑇𝑇) = 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌� − 𝜌𝜌

NF=500 (“small pool”)

ρ=5%
PD=50bps

PD=1%

PD=5%

NF=1,000

NF=10,000 (“large pool”)

T=25

T=50

T=100

T=25

T=50

T=100

T=25

T=50

T=100

2.83%

2.99%

3.07%

1.36%

1.49%

1.55%

-0.10%

0.04%

0.09%

ρ=10%

1.30%

1.78%

2.08%

0.17%

0.65%

0.93%

-0.94%

-0.52%

-0.25%

ρ=20%

-2.27%

-0.99%

-0.01%

-3.25%

-1.76%

-0.79%

-3.87%

-2.44%

-1.42%

ρ=5%

1.81%

1.92%

1.98%

0.80%

0.92%

0.98%

-0.13%

-0.01%

0.05%

ρ=10%

0.68%

1.12%

1.33%

-0.02%

0.33%

0.56%

-0.82%

-0.44%

-0.17%

ρ=20%

-1.91%

-0.94%

-0.06%

-2.67%

-1.37%

-0.55%

-3.05%

-1.96%

-1.05%

ρ=5%

0.65%

0.72%

0.75%

0.26%

0.35%

0.35%

-0.06%

-0.01%

0.01%

ρ=10%

0.35%

0.46%

0.57%

-0.04%

0.15%

0.21%

-0.32%

-0.17%

-0.08%

ρ=20%

-0.67%

-0.09%

0.10%

-1.06%

-0.42%

-0.10%

-1.27%

-0.59%

-0.32%

3. The auto-correlated case (α, the autocorrelation in factor time series, is non-zero).
The estimator of 𝑆𝑆̂ 2 is an unbiased estimator for the variance of the underlying population only if the sample values are drawn
independently. However, real-world data often fail to meet this independence requirement. For many product types,
autocorrelation in default/delinquency rate time series can be higher than 90%. In fact, autocorrelation is the most significant
source of bias when it comes to the estimation of retail models.
In order to show the influence of autocorrelation in the PD time series, we conduct a Monte Carlo simulation exercise in which we
estimate the biases of the MME R-squared values for various input parameters. As shown in Table 8, the results illustrate the
properties of the bias described in this appendix. It is worth noting that α in the table is defined as the autocorrelation in factor
time series, not the default/delinquency rate time series.
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Table 8

Monte Carlo Exercise: Estimated Biases in the MME R-squared Values

BIASES IN THE MME R-SQUARED VALUES: 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, 𝜌𝜌, 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 , 𝑇𝑇) = 𝐸𝐸𝜌𝜌� − 𝜌𝜌

T=35, N=∞(infinite pools)
α =0%

PD=50bps

PD=1%

PD=5%

α =30%

α =50%

α =75%

α =90%

α =95%

ρ=1%

-0.01%

-0.03%

-0.07%

-0.17%

-0.40%

-0.59%

ρ=5%

-0.21%

-0.35%

-0.51%

-1.13%

-2.18%

-3.07%

ρ=10%

-0.86%

-1.14%

-1.50%

-2.71%

-4.76%

-6.32%

ρ=1%

-0.00%

-0.03%

-0.05%

-0.17%

-0.40%

-0.29%

ρ=5%

-0.16%

-0.33%

-0.49%

-1.00%

-2.13%

-3.04%

ρ=10%

-0.66%

-0.90%

-1.31%

-2.46%

-4.54%

-6.18%

ρ=1%

-0.00%

-0.03%

-0.06%

-0.15%

-0.39%

-0.59%

ρ=5%

-0.06%

-0.21%

-0.33%

-0.88%

-2.01%

-2.99%

ρ=10%

-0.33%

-0.46%

-0.86%

-1.98%

-4.11%

-5.91%

To summarize, in the retail model estimation, since the pools are large, while the autocorrelation is generally strong, the bias
comes primarily from the serial correlations.
Other factors, which are not a part of the theoretical discussion, may impact the bias. Equations (16) and (20) hold under the
assumption of homogeneity, which can be violated in practice, especially for large pools. Moreover, default rates can exhibit nonconstant serial correlations, the pool size or the parameters can vary over time, and so forth. All of these patterns have
implications for the bias of the MME R-squared.
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Appendix B Streamlining Local Macroeconomic Factors and Linking to the Rest of the GCorr Model
Section 4 describes how we link 11 UK local macroeconomic factors to retail factors. In this appendix, we discuss the structure we
use when linking European local-level macroeconomic factors to one another and other GCorr factors.
Given the need for reducing dimensionality, as well as the need to link the macroeconomic factors to the other GCorr factors, we
introduce the following structure for the local macroeconomic factors. Unemployment rate has a negative shock when the
economy is doing well. So here, we flip the sign of unemployment rate shocks to make it consistent with the sign of the house
price index.
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡

Where
-

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

and 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

⇒ 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡

: house price index and unemployment rate factor for local region 𝑟𝑟

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

and 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

⇒ 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜙𝜙𝑡𝑡

: national-level GCorr Macro house price index and unemployment rate

𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 : latent local-level pure macroeconomic effect 35 for region 𝑟𝑟, which can be interpreted as the overall
macroeconomic performance of each region.

We estimate the time series of the latent local pure factors 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 with similar techniques shown in Appendix C.

In GCorr Macro, the expanded covariance matrix covers HPI and UR of all 8 European countries in our sample, including the
United Kingdom, so the remaining job is to link the latent, local-level factor 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑡𝑡 to the GCorr factor.

Any GCorr factor can be represented by loadings 𝛽𝛽 to the set of common factors 𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 and a residual 𝜖𝜖, reflecting the portion
of the GCorr factor unexplained by the common factors. The representation is described in Equation (22). We determine the
expanded covariance matrix from the loadings of the GCorr factors and macroeconomic variables to the orthogonal common
factors 𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 from Equation (22) and additional principal components that represent commonalities in local latent-factors
unexplained by 𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 . To obtain the loadings of the macroeconomic variables, we regress the quarterly local latent-factors
time series on quarterly versions of the common factors, as well as on the additional principal components. Subsequently, we
adjust loadings so that the general level of correlations between systematic credit risk factors and macroeconomic variables
matches certain patterns observed in the co-movement of macroeconomic variables and credit risk factors.
𝑁𝑁

𝑟𝑟𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,𝑗𝑗 = � 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗,𝑛𝑛 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛=1

2
2
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣�𝑟𝑟𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺,𝑗𝑗 � = 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗2 , 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣(𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ) = 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓,𝑛𝑛
, 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣�𝜀𝜀𝑗𝑗 � = 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀,𝑗𝑗

(22)

𝑁𝑁

2
2
2
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 , 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 � = 0, 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗2 = � 𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗,𝑛𝑛
𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓,𝑛𝑛
, + 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀,𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛=1

35

(23)

Even though it is estimated using macroeconomic variables, it is not directly observable. Thus we call it latent, macroeconomic effect.
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Appendix C Decomposing Systematic Factors
In GCorr 2020 Europe Retail, we cover 19 regions and 4 product types, spanning 76 retail markets. In order to reduce the
dimension, smooth out model noise, streamline the framework, and broaden model applications in stress-testing, we introduce
the additive structure into GCorr 2020 Europe Retail framework.
𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑝𝑝 = 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟 + 𝜙𝜙𝑝𝑝

where 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟,𝑝𝑝 is the raw 76 combination of all factors, 𝜙𝜙𝑟𝑟 is the 19 decomposed regional factors, and 𝜙𝜙𝑝𝑝 is the 4 decomposed
product factors. The decomposition can be achieved through different approaches, as described below.
Cross-Sectional Regression
The cross-sectional regression setup is:
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⋮
⎢
⎥ = ⎢⎢ ⋮
𝜙𝜙
𝑅𝑅
,𝑃𝑃
⎢ 19 4 ⎥ ⎢𝜙𝜙𝑅𝑅1
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⋯
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⋯
⋯

where
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⋮ ⎥ is a 76x23 matrix of region and product type weights, and
⋯ 𝜙𝜙𝑃𝑃4 ⎥
⋯ 𝜙𝜙𝑃𝑃4 ⎦
⋯

𝜙𝜙𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ,𝑃𝑃1 to 𝜙𝜙𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ,𝑃𝑃4 are additional average retail market factors.

The 19 estimates of 𝛽𝛽 can be interpreted as the quarterly returns of the various retail product types and regions. The above
regression is repeated for each quarter in the sample period to obtain a time series of quarterly product type and region factors.

Correlation Optimization
Given that the factors are estimated for the correlation model, another way of decomposing is to ensure the decomposed factors
imply a similar level of correlation as the original, undecomposed factors. Mathematically, assuming the factor follows the
structure 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑝𝑝 = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 , the decomposed 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 can be found by minimizing the distance function:
{𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 } = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 � �𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 �𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 + 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 � − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 �𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 ,𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 ,𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 ��

2

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

The optimized solution can be obtained with a numerical method. A common approach is the conjugate gradient, where we start
from an initial guess, and move the variables toward the optimized number based on the gradient of the distance function
iteratively.
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